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The social media is turning out to be a strong medium with an undeniably strong presence all around. The interesting part is that while everyone is welcome to become a part
of social media, through the internet of course, there is no force on earth that controls this
medium. Wherever you are on the globe and whoever you are, you can use the digital
medium through whichever device you like – cell phone, laptop or desktop computer
– and say what you have to say. You simply air your views and pass around your visual
impressions through the various social media that the internet has made available, such as
facebook, twitter, google, youtube, Wikipedia, linked-in, reddit, pinterest, etc. and, most of
the time, it gets ‘published.’
This is a major setback for authoritarian regimes, like North Korea and others that have
always suppressed the free expression of opinions by their own people. In that respect,
the social media can also be described as a somewhat ‘democratic’ means of voicing
one’s opinion and this is a characteristic of this new medium that is not looked upon with
much favour in many parts of the world. Many rulers or governments that wish to ‘control’
or ‘channelize’ what their people are saying, if not impose censorship outrightly, are simply
not happy that the social media defy their regimentation and, if people cannot make their
views known in their country of residence through conventional media, they can go on social media and still say what they want to say. It is another matter though that use of the internet is banned altogether by certain political or military dispositions while others just wish
they could control dispersion of certain content on the social media but simply cannot.
What started innocently as ‘social media’ was primarily the ability of people to use various websites and become a part of a local, national and global social network to make
their thoughts and opinions known or to communicate with other people. This is how the
social media grew, rather exponentially in this superfast-moving cyber age, and has now
come to pervade life on a global basis in a manner that no other mass medium or other
human activity has done before. From staying instantly alert to news and other developments around the world to keeping in contact with anyone on the globe, so long as both
persons have access to some internet device, is now something that is taken for granted.
It is the all-pervasiveness of the social media that may have also made it popular as an
advertising tool to start with and now an information tool that is controlled by certain vested interests, whether in the state domain or otherwise. Such is the spread and penetration
of the social media in advertising that now it has become impossible for advertising spenders to select their audience or to communicate their sales pitch just to where it is desired
to be seen or heard. Now if there is an ad message directed towards a particular segment,
it is not possible to restrict it to that segment. This may not matter to some advertisers or
brands that do not care if their message reaches a specific audience segment but it does
make a difference where the substance of the message is wasted because it is unnecessarily seen by anyone and everyone. Even then, the social media is being utilized as a
viable and relatively cost-effective advertising tool. In a world where TV advertising costs
tons of money, similar advertising on social media can be done at a much lesser cost. It is
this mass dissipation of the audio and visual message through the social media that has
encouraged advertisers and advertising agencies to have specialized digital departments
that are manned by digitally savvy and qualified people. These people cater to the advertising needs of the agency’s various clients, keep them informed about what messages the
other advertisers are putting out and even interact with customers on behalf of the client
on almost a live basis.
It is this power of the social media that even politicians and their parties are using to
reach the people and communicate to them their election agenda and promises. Pakistan
has a reasonable penetration of the internet though it could have had a better rate had
literacy been higher in the country but still its major political parties and politicians have
considerable social media presence and they are using the digital tool to the maximum
through their digital media cells. Like around the globe, particularly in the West, persuasion though the digital media has tended to make a vital difference in elections. This is also
expected to happen in Pakistan in the 2018 elections. Apart from others factors, a lot will
depend on who or which party manipulates its digital impact to get the desired results.

Read complete issue of Slogan on:
www.slogan.com.pk
The views expressed by the contributors are not
necessarily shared by the editor.
Available on EBSCO and affiliated international
databases through Asianet-Pakistan.

Javed Ansari
Editor
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Readers’ Thoughts

The Ultimate Saviour

I

Remarkable Man

T

his is regarding the last cover story in Slogan on Arif Nizami, an elegant personality of
the Pakistani media industry. He is the editor of Pakistan Today and takes immense
responsibility in portraying journalism in a true light. It is very much evident from his show
‘Debate News Analysis – DNA’ and the current show ‘Ho Kya Raha Hai?’ that he is an
outspoken journalist who doesn’t hesitate to speak his mind. He even makes sure that his
work motivates people to go for their dream rather than doing a regular job. A dynamic
person like Arif Nizami is hard to ignore.

Mohib Akhtar,
Karachi.

I

have been following Arif Nizami for quite a long time and it gives me pleasure to express
my gratitude for the man I see as my role model. From Nawa-i-Waqt days, I have known
Arif Sahib working really hard and it was his dedication towards his work that impressed
me. After seeing him on the cover of this popular magazine, I was convinced that I made
the right decision by following in his footsteps. Also, the articles written by some leading
personalities were informative yet interesting, not to forget the interesting comments people
have written about him.
Zohaib Hameed,
Lahore.

Value the Talent

T

6
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Humaira Nasim,
Lahore.

Mysterious Meera

True Leader

his is related to the article by
Noor Javed Sadiq on ‘The
Language of Unity’. Music indeed
has the power to bind us all together as we have been hearing it
since our childhood, from lullabies
to songs of those days. The singers have
also contributed a great deal in the music
industry but shouldn’t they be first acknowledged in their own country rather than the
international world? That is the problem
with Pakistan. We don’t usually value the

am a regular reader of Slogan magazine and I am very impressed with the
kind of work the team is doing. I want to
give special credit to the ‘Launch’ section
which has helped me every time I wanted
to know where the new restaurants have
opened, where there’s some new collection
of clothes and much more. This time too,
when I was wondering whether to get some
new shoes for myself, the Paizaar shoe
launch just popped in front of me. Thanks
to Slogan which has always been an ultimate saviour for people like us.

M

eera has always managed to be on
our TV screens, be it her shifting to
the US or her numerous scandals and
weddings. We must be familiar by now
with Attique-ur-Rehman, the person who
for years has claimed to be Meera’s first
husband. A case was also filed by Meera
against him and the verdict has come after
nine years. As per the judgement, Meera
was married to Attique and now that it is
proven, what about
her second marriage
to Captain Naveed
Pervaiz? Now with
Attique wanting
to sue Meera for
polyandry, it looks
like things are rather
blurred for her
at present.

Izma Rasheed,

talent we have until it is used by some other
country. It’s high time Pakistan started valuing its people or else they won’t hesitate to
lend their voice outside the country.
Zoya Ibrahim,
Islamabad.

Karachi.

Who Said That!

Anchor Wisdom

I

t is observed that somehow the anchorpersons on TV shows in Pakistan and
India think of themselves as the end-all and
be-all of all wisdom. This is quite visible
in their conduct. While they take opinions
of their guests on various topics under
discussion, it is their own so-called wisdom
that prevails in the end. Some anchors, especially the ones on Indian TV, are outrightly
ill-mannered and they affront the person
they are interviewing as if he or she is an
accused and is being cross-examined in
a court of law. It is common for anchors in
both countries and, maybe in other parts of
the world too, to ask a question and then
abruptly cut off the respondent because
they want to switch to another guest or go
for a break. The regulatory bodies, such as
the PEMRA in Pakistan, must pay attention
to this kind of misbehaviour by the anchors.

I’d love to speak all the provincial languages.
– Marvi Memon, Politician

It is hard to work against power thieves
due to political interference.
- Shibli Faraz, Senator
The unfortunate and sad part is that
women who are almost 50% of the
global population are by and large
unable to access basic services as a
matter of human right. – Tahira Raza,
President, First Women Bank
A TV drama and its characters only come to life
when you aren’t just doing characterization; you
actually live it too.
- Haseena Moin, TV Writer

Haroon Rasheed
Karachi

Why is Komal Back?

U

sually, I take keen interest when flipping through the pages of NewsBuzz
in your magazine. This is when I came
across Komal Rizvi’s news. Komal has sung

There’s really no such thing as the voiceless. There are only the
deliberately silenced, or the preferably unheard.
– Arundhati Roy, Author

Work hard and you will make it; at the end,
it’s all about your design philosophy.
– Deepak Perwani, Fashion Designer

It’s not about a greater share in the song but
as a singer, the kind of preconceived notions
that are within the perimeters.
– Qurat-ul-Ain Baloch, Singer
Cannes is a festival that every actor looks up
to. I am glad that I got this opportunity.
– Mahira Khan, Actress
a number based on ‘My Immortal’ and
‘Aitebar’ inspired by the Vital Signs song.
As I am a music lover, I instantly searched
for the song and to my surprise, I was horrified by the song Komal has sung. Both ‘My
Immortal’ and ‘Aitebar’ are such beautiful
songs which have been turned into junk
and neither have the voice or the rhythm
and melody. After hearing the song one
can only ask why is Komal back? If this is
a comeback, it does not seem to be going
anywhere.
Aiman Sultan,
Islamabad.

I like to always lead from the front
and set an example for whoever
is playing with me. I like taking
responsibilities.
– Virat Kohli, Cricketer

My life may seem glamorous from the
outside but off screen it’s as ordinary as
anyone else’s.
- Shah Rukh Khan, Actor
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Corporate Moves

Ramiza Majid Nizami has been elected as member of
the World Editors Forum (WEF) by the World Association
of Newspapers and News Publishers. Ramiza is the Vice
President of the All Pakistan Newspapers Society (APNS)
besides holding the position of Managing Editor, Nawa-iWaqt Group and Managing Director, The Nation.

Stacy Cunningham has been appointed as President
of the financial market at the New York Stock
Exchange. Stacy, who began her career as a floor clerk
on the NYSE in 1996, has become the 67th President
of the Board. She studied industrial engineering at
Leigh University and in 2015 became the COO of NYSE
Group. She will be the first-ever female in 226 years to
become the President of NYSE.

Ikram Sehgal has been elected on the
Board of Directors of the International
Code of Conduct Association (ICoCA)
as Industry Pillar. He will represent the
views and perspectives of private security
companies. He is currently the Chairman of
Pathfinder Group Pakistan, which includes
two of the country’s largest private security
companies. He is also a member of the
World Economic Forum (WEF), International
Organization for Migration (IOM), Director,
East West Institute (EWI), a US-based thinktank and Member, WEF Global Agenda
Council (GAC) for counter-terrorism.

Khurram Mansoor Malik has been
promoted as executive director at United
Insurance Company of Pakistan. He joined
the IUC as GM in 2010.

8
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Stephen Templeton has been appointed as the
Global Head of Culinary by Dnata for its international
catering division. Templeton brings more than 30 years
of hospitality and culinary experience. He recently led
Food Design as its Director of Culinary. He previously
held executive roles in various resorts and hotels,
including Mount Nelson Hotel, the Sun City Resort and
Casino, Spier Wine Estate and Resort in South Africa,
Harrods of London and The Great Eastern Hotel in the
United Kingdom.

Lincoln Bjorkman has joined Rauxa as CEO. He
has served as the Global Chief Creative Officer at
Wunderman, leading more than 2,000 creatives and
working with Microsoft, Shell, Best Buy, Dell and
GSK. Bjorkman has won Cannes Lions, including two
Grand Prix, along with Effie, Clio, One Show Gold,
Facebook Studio and Webby awards. He has a Cannes
Effectiveness Lion for American Express’s ‘Small
Business Saturday’.

Alen Wu has been appointed to supervise OPPO’s
international business while continuing as Vice
President of OPPO. He was formerly in-charge of
China Marketing and Sales. Alen joined OPPO in 2006
and managed distributor network construction and
mobile product marketing. During his charge, OPPO
became one of the top smartphone brands in China.
He will further enhance OPPO’s position as a leading
smartphone brand worldwide.

Grapevine

Tell-All Tale
So what if Reham Khan has written a book! But it does
matter in Pakistan because books, it seems, are written in the
country not to be read (the literacy level is so low) but to be
talked about. Whatever Imran Khan’s former wife has written
in her book may or may not impact the man’s political future
but it has made a celebrity out of the author even before the
book is out. This is how Reham operates, whether it was getting into the BBC as a weather girl, becoming Imran’s second
wife or writing a tell-all book.

Kati Patang
There was a time when MQM ruled the roost in Karachi
and Farooq Sattar was a force to contend with. It seems the
tables have been turned and the MQM ‘patang’ is not gaining
much height. The party seems to have disintegrated and the
greatest losers are the people of the city. They already face
myriads of problems and it looks like that once the elections
take place, their city will be further torn apart and turned into
small fiefdoms.

Sexy Selfie
Daughter Returns
In Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan’s lifetime,
the legendary singer was all the time
a victim of his creative property being
stolen and no one cared if Indian
film-makers never compensated him
for pilfering his great compositions or other people sang his
songs and became rich. That was more than two decades
back. Over the period, Nusrat’s nephew Rahat Fateh Ali Khan
rose up the ladder of fame because he was a scion of the
Nusrat family. He possesses the kind of singing talent that is
in demand and he carries on.
Now the late singer’s daughter Nida has returned from
Canada to lay claim to her father’s work. She says she will
launch legal action against those using her father’s songs
as she is the only heir to her father’s work. She says that
whoever wants to sing his songs should first seek permission
from her as she is the copyright holder.

When Javeria Saud got the chance,
she took a selfie of herself with none
else but Indian sex-bomb Sunny Leone. Javeria Saud is a popular morning
show host and has a good following on
social media. She posted the “infamous” selfie on her Instagram account
but people were not impressed. They
started reminding her of morals and ethics and questioned the very need for a
selfie with Sunny.
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Cover Story

By Javed Jabbar

Z

ia Mohyeddin’s distinctive work in radio
theatre, television, cinema, narration of
literature and poetry on stage, as mentor
and as founding president of the National
Academy of Performing Arts, Karachi, is
widely known and highly praised as it deserves to be.
This writer in this brief reflection wants to focus on his
writing which also deserves to be as popularly appreciated as his achievements in all the other fields, but is
perhaps less recognized, partly because, compared
to the volume and range of his output in other realms,
his published work comprises only 3 anthologies in
English.
These are: “A Carrot is a Carrot”, Ushba Publishing
International, Karachi, 2011; “The God of my Idolatory”,
Pakistan Publishing House, Karachi, 2016; and an
earlier compilation titled “Theatrics”, which, regrettably,
one has not yet read.
But the two anthologies named above (most of the
essays having been previously published over several
years in The News on Sunday) make for scintillating
reading. Principally because the writer is most unusually
able to straddle two parallel streams while being able
to bridge them and, on occasion, to fuse them into a
universal whole. Another analogy springs to mind: the
writer-rider is simultaneously racing atop two stallions,
each at the same speed, and able to master them
both.
The first such parallel is the East-West/ North-South
divide. Geographical, historical, economic, political,
sociological.
The second is the language dimension of Urdu and
English, each with its own riches and reaches. The third
is the contrast between the live media of theatre and
stage narrations of literature with the distant media of
radio, television and cinema.
The fourth is the sensory fusion of the obviously
visual and the unmissable aural --- with the nuance, the
cadence, the pause and the silence in between.
Names randomly taken from the sketches illustrate
the wide range of his encounters. Ustad Salamat Ali
Khan. Ustad Vilayat Khan. Faiz Ahmed Faiz. Hafiz Jullundhri. Noon Meem Rashed. Nahid Siddiqui. Nayyar
Dada. Rafi Anwar. Madame Azurie. Shaukat Thanvi.
E.M Forster. Dylan Thomas. Sir John Gielgud. Sir Laurence Olivier. Dame Judi Dench. Peter Ustinov. Peter
O ‘ Toole. Trevor Howard. Tennessee Williams. David
Lean. Leena Lean. Santha Rama Rau.
From his ancestral town of Kasur, evocations of his
father, the educationist and passionate musicologist
Khadem Mohyeddin, his respected elder-scholar Daud
Rehbar, friends like Akram Kazmi, musings on language, dance, travel, human foibles and human virtues.
Whether recalling episodes and characters from
young years in Pakistan or sharing moments with the
thespians and legends of western theatre and cinema,
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Zia Mohyeddin makes each passage come
vividly alive.
Each sentence written by a pen becomes
a shade drawn by a painter’s brush. Faces,
frowns, smirks, smiles, flavours, aromas,
sounds, ideas, words --- all together
become a cavalcade of colours, a gallery of
portraits, an exposition of art and culture.
There is an exceptional simplicity in his use
of language that removes clutter and fog
from complexity. The classical becomes
easily accessible, the obscure becomes
comprehensible.
From translating and enacting Greek
drama into Urdu for Radio Pakistan, Lahore
in the 1950s to amplifying Samuel Becket’s
nihilistic vision in the 20th century for 21st
century NAPA students, in his work and in
his words, he wakes you up with history, and
fires you up with the future.
He writes, for the most part, about other
persons as those named herein, not about
himself --- though, by what he writes about
others inevitably reveals, however inadvertently, much about the writer. What are the
revelations? Some are already well-known
attributes. His subtle, infectious sense of hu-

Wajid Jawad
Chairman, Associated Industries Garments
Pakistan Ltd,
Connoisseur of literature and the arts

Zia Mohyeddin is a living legend. There is a very
wide spectrum of his persona. Zia got his training
at the Royal Academy of
Dramatic Art in London
from 1953 to 1956. After stage roles in Long
Day’s Journey Into Night and Julius Caesar
he made his West End debut in A Passage
to India in 1960. He made his film debut in
Lawrence of Arabia in 1962, playing the role
of Tafas (the Arab guide who is shot by Omar
Sharif for drinking water from the wrong well).
He then made numerous TV and film appearances. As an actor, he worked for nearly 47
years in the UK.
Zia Mohyeddin returned to Pakistan in
the late 1960s. Between 1969 and 1973 he
hosted one of the most popular talk shows
on PTV. He was appointed Director, PIA Arts
Academy in 1973, a role he held until 1977.
Thereafter, on imposition of martial law he
returned to the UK. He worked in Birmingham, where he produced central Television’s
flagship multicultural program Here and Now
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mour. His vast knowledge of poetry, drama,
music and literature from Asia to Europe to
America. His extensive experience in diverse
forms of media. His capacity to be equally at
ease in Clifton and in Manhattan, in Lahore
and in London.
Some facets we note with pleasant
surprise. A humility and modesty as also
a periodic flash of self-deprecation. An
insightful, thought-provoking critic of creative
work, rare for one who himself has been so
directly involved in the creation of content, a
proximity which often prevents detachment.
An ability to see the significant in what is apparently mundane, in being able to spot the
potential in human beings and in objective
conditions.
For a veteran to be optimistic and up-beat
to believe that the morrow could bring new
wonders of human talent and not to succumb to the conventional trap of nostalgia
alone, or of being convinced that the best
part of life is only in the past. Instead, to
assert pride in his roots and confidence in
the contemporary: this becomes a refreshing
dimension of Zia Mohyeddin’s personality,
an aspect which runs through virtually all
(1986-1989), a weekly magazine program.
He has since travelled across the world,
giving Urdu poetry and prose recitations and
is considered the foremost reader of Urdu literature. In addition, he is also famed for his
readings of English letters and literature. In
2004, the government of Pakistan invited Zia
Mohyeddin to form the National Academy of
Performing Arts in Karachi, of which he has
been President since its inception.
Zia Mohyeddin has a unique style of recitation which he learnt and mastered while
performing in a regular English poetry recital
program on BBC Radio. He used the same
techniques while reciting Urdu literature, with
perfection in pronunciation, where to pause,
where to accentuate and voice modulation.
Moreover, with rhythmic patterns in the renderings, sometimes with music, made the
recitations into an art. He took it to unprecedented heights and enthralled audiences
the world over.
One of Zia Sahib’s greatest contributions
while at NAPA is training, creating new talent
in the wide field of classical music, dance,
recitation, drama and he has generously imparted all he mastered with excellence and
distinction as a film actor, narrator, director,
producer and broadcaster which will carry on
to new and future generations.

Dr. Ishrat Hussain
Former Governor, State Bank of Pakistan

I was a great admirer of Zia sahib right
from my student days for
his skills as an accomplished actor and narrator and for his erudition
and breadth of knowledge about poetry, literature and cultural history.
This was a remote and distance relationship which did not allow me to know him
as a person. This opportunity presented
itself when I was fortunate enough to become the Chairman of the Board of National Academy of Performing Arts (NAPA)
of which Zia sahib was the founder, builder,
and remained the moving spirit and soul.
His passion for transmitting his knowledge
and techniques to younger generations,
his steadfast commitment to give his best
despite all the odds and to keep his staff
motivated under adversity were on display
during the six year period I was associated
with him. People of his stature and standing
are generally perceived to be arrogant and
tough but it was his humility and generosity
in listening and accommodating other viewpoints that really enhanced my respect and
admiration for him. We Pakistanis should be
proud that we have an asset such as Zia
sahib among us and we should take good
care of this precious jewel.

his writings. Mirrored so accurately in the
energy and enthusiasm with which he oversees NAPA in 2018 - a task rendered with
notable devotion now for over a decade - he
sets an elusively high standard as role model
and leader extraordinary.
Perhaps one exaggerates in a speculation. But one does so knowingly and
with pleasure and with confidence. If Zia
Mohyeddin had achieved none of the
remarkable and unforgettable heights which
he has secured in all the other, well-known
spheres, and if he had concentrated purely
on his writing, he would have soon become a distinguished writer par excellence,
delightful to read, and a privilege to know in
person.
Senator (r) Javed Jabbar
Former Federal Minister
of Information and
Broadcasting.

Cover Story

By Ateed Riaz

1

966. I was 15 - he was a star by then.
His name was already up in lights
in London’s West End and New York’s
Broadway, and he had performed in ‘The
Lawrence of Arabia’ as well as other films
with major stars. It was late in the evening
when I reached his London home. It was
my first trip abroad. He was somewhere in
Europe, filming the ‘Sailor from Gibraltar’
with some glitzy stars of the time. He returned in a few days. Being an actor, there
was no office to go to; at least not then.
In between work, he and his wife could
be spending one Sunday with the famous
theatrical couple the senior Redgraves
- yes, the film star Vanessa Redgrave’s
parents - or he could be away to play
cricket the next. In the evenings, sitting
around the dining table, there would be
fascinating stories about life in the theatre
and the film world.
In the 80s, he was the producerpresenter for a television show in England
that did very well. So, at this juncture in his
career, he did have an office routine and
a large staff to look after. Coming from an
actor’s background though, he could very
easily have had flexible hours. But not so.
Whenever I saw him or was with him, I
found him very disciplined in whatever he
did - although he was extra-disciplined
with regard to time. Things must always
happen on time.
The 11 am cup of tea should be 11
am. Not a minute before and not a minute
after. Lunch used to be 1:30 pm and has

Rahat Kazmi
Member Faculty, National Academy of
Performing Arts

None – yes, just no
one knows and understands Urdu with the
loving intimacy that ZM
does. He knows all her
intricacies; all her complexities; all moods, all
flavours, all her ‘Nakhras and Thumkas’.
He knows her rhythms: is she stuttering,
rearing to canter or to gallop? He knows
all his aromas. And then he learnt the art
of articulating through his diction. And he
had the voice for it. Such men were possible in an another time, in another country. Alas, no more.

Just the
eyebrow,
darling?
SLOGAN July 2018
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now been changed to 2pm. Not a minute
before. I think it comes from his father, a
simple, good-habits, disciplined soul. I
remember from visits to his home in Model
Town, Lahore – even his afternoon rest,
the routine was measured. He rested and
woke up at the exact same time every day.
An equal measure of discipline must have
come from the British theatre, where the
curtain rises exactly on time, even during
war, day after day after day.
My earliest memories of Zia Mohyeddin
sahib are possibly from 1955-1956 when
he was Karachi-based and lived with us.
One clear memory is when he had just

Qasim Jafri
Distinguished Hotelier

One’s earliest memory
of Mr. Zia Mohyeddin is
when we saw him in the
famous film Lawrence of
Arabia and he did Pakistanis proud.
Leaving a very successful acting career in
England and the USA to return home in the
1970s, he launched the hugely successful
Zia Mohyeddin Show, PTV’s first talk show
which gave a template for all talk shows
to follow and is fondly remembered by the
older generation to this day.
I got to know him in the early ‘80s and
discovered the multifaceted personality of
this accomplished artiste. Around that time
his annual Urdu poetry and prose readings
had become a permanent feature of Lahore’s literary and cultural calendar. Held on
December 31 every year, this grand tradition has continued for thirty years. Exposed
to poetry and literature at home since I
was young, I always marvel at the depth
and breadth of his knowledge of literature
whereby he consistently unearths gems
from the works of unknown to well- known
writers and poets for his annual repertoire
with no repetitions and rendered flawlessly.
He would occasionally stay with us on
his visits to Lahore. Quiet evenings with
him afforded a rare opportunity to know
this very private man better. I discovered a
person who is extremely disciplined, sensitive, personable, literate, witty – and fiercely
professional, qualities that have stood him
in excellent stead during his long, rich life
and career.
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Zia Mohyeddin at the location of Lawrance of Aribia.

returned from Bombay and brought for us a
Ravi Shankar-Ali Akbar-Allah Rakha ‘Jugal
Bandi’*, which became my go to music for
many, many years.
Back to 1966. It brought the start of
great learning from his presence; a relationship which continues till today. Whether
it is cooking of mince-meat-balls-withgravy (koftas), which he does very well;
or keeping the house - especially the
kitchen- immaculately clean and in order;
or the understanding and appreciating of
our classical music or of performing arts; or
diction and nuance; or mannerism on stage
- the underlying message is the same. Lots
and lots of effort, honesty, dedication and
no mediocrity.
In the 70s I was able to be with him at his
planning, rehearsal, execution and editing
sessions of Pakistan’s first such television
program, the now legendary ‘Zia Mohyeddin Show’; especially the first 13 episodes
recorded in Karachi. He ended his shows
by reading poetry. His voice, as one critic
in England put it ‘is a cross between dark
brown velvet and gravel moving gently
in honey’. Teaming with the well-known
English actor Tim Pigott-Smith, I remember
Zia sahib’s many performances in different
cities in England reading English poetry.
Zia Mohyeddin had been asked multiple
times by our famous poet Faiz Ahmad
Faiz sahib to recite and record his poetry.
When Faiz sahib passed away, I saw Zia
sahib spend over a year putting together
the pieces to record for his tribute to Faiz
Ahmad Faiz. He used to spend his winter
holidays with me then, when I would take
time off from the office to be with him.
This was the 80s and I was fortunate to
watch him rehearse and establish what
has now become the new genre of reading
Urdu prose and poetry. The tribute to Faiz
sahib was launched in 1983 at a function
sponsored by the recording company EMI
Pakistan Ltd. It was well-received. It must

have invoked a desire in him to read to
audiences in Urdu. There must be a maxim
somewhere that goes along the lines of ‘If it
is done well, it will do well’ - and it did.
1984. I started hosting an event every
year titled ‘An Evening with Zia Mohyeddin’.
EMI Pakistan helped out by recording the
event and releasing it in the market. The
event is still held every year in Karachi and
Lahore when his new selection is read - in
fact, most of what you hear from him on social media originates from these evenings.
His devotion and dedication keeps us away
from mediocrity.
2005. For well over a month, I was
privileged to be able to just sit and observe
him direct Napa’s first production ‘Habib
Mamoon’. Captivating, it was. The importance of movement. The timing of the
movement. The mannerism of each character. The diction, the nuance, the delivery.
As a student of management I found it
fascinating.
Returning home late one day from these
rehearsals, his good wife Azra asked him
why it took so long. ‘Detail takes time
and theatre is all about detail, darling,’ he
replied. I smiled as I recalled a story he had
told me earlier about Alfred Lunt and Lynn
Fontanne - the famous couple who were
the toast of Broadway for many, many decades. Being a Broadway star, Alfred Lunt
did his first film much later in his career.
Returning home after the film preview Alfred
asked his actor wife Lynn Montane how
she felt about his performance. She singled
out the boat departure scene where Alfred
raised his one eyebrow with great effect.
Alfred replied, smilingly ‘just the eyebrow,
darling?’
Ateed Riaz
Co-founder, The Citizens
Foundation (TCF)
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Working with
Zia Mohyeddin
By Arshad Mahmud

O

ne characteristic, which I have seen in
Zia sahib – and have not seen in any
other person – is that he never settles for less.
He keeps pushing himself for better which, inevitably, makes the life of people working with
him difficult. I am saying it out of experience.
He is a perfectionist and he expects the same
from his team. He wrote in the Introduction of
his book ‘Theatrics,’ “Often I risk conjecture in
the hope of putting some speculative flash on
my subject – be it Beckett or Chekhov. I am
aware that in so doing I am laying myself to
challenge and, at times, disbelief”. I have seen
it happen a few times.
My first meeting with Zia sahib was a couple of months after Faiz sahib passed away. I
was working for a music publishing company
at that time. He had made a commitment
with our Managing Director, Syed Mansoor
Bokhari, that he would record an album of
Faiz’s poetry. This album was supposed to
be recorded in Karachi at our studio. I was,
at that time, in-charge of the “Artiste and
Repertoire” Department. So, I was told by
Bokhari sahib to assist him in the recording of
this album. This was my very first interaction
with Zia sahib. Although, at that time, I knew
who he was, yet my knowledge of his work
and achievements in terms of theatre, film

and television was meagre; it was restricted
only to his popular television programme titled
“Zia Mohyeddin Show”.
In those days, I strongly believed that
poetry cannot be read out effectively. I had
heard big names reading poetry – names I
will not mention – but their renderings always
left me cold. My views, however, changed
dramatically the moment Zia sahib recorded
the first piece out of his selection of poems by
Faiz Ahmed Faiz: “Raat yun dil mein teri….”
These were just four lines. The second poem
he recorded was “Tanhai; Phir koi aaya dile
zar nahin koi nahin”. I was completely transformed. This was the captivating influence of
Zia Mohyeddin’s craft. The whole recording
is a delight to listen to. The album was titled
“Faiz sahib ki Mahabbat mein.” The photograph used on the cover was taken by me.
He thought that my ability as a photographer
was of an acceptable level.
What I gained out of my very first assignment with Zia sahib was probably his trust; I
sincerely hope that I still retain it. And what I
learnt from him is an extremely long list which
expands to directing, designing, rehearsing
and almost all other aspects of production.
My knowledge of Urdu literature, which was
limited to poetry, increased manifold. I was
introduced to some brilliantly written pieces
of prose.

Satish Anand
CEO, Eveready Pictures

I first met Zia saheb
many years back in England. I vividly recall driving down to Birmingham
from London to meet him.
Those were the days when producing shows
like ‘Music Challenge ‘as well as ‘Acting Challenge’ for NTM (the first private sector channel)
was a matter of pride. And to do a show with
Zia Saheb would have taken me up another
notch; he very graciously extended courtesy
and a sumptuous meal. We parted on a note
to work together. Subsequently, the channel
folded and we could not take off.
From his first television game show to ‘Zia
Mohyuddin Show’, Zia sahib has always
pushed the boundaries and set new standards in an industry that before him did not
have a benchmark to look up to. Although
there are so many brilliant works of Zia saheb, the one thing that I always find inspiring
is his power to mesmerize an audience in
both English and Urdu with equal eloquence
and command. Yet, with all his achievements
and accolades, even when I meet him today
his humility comes before anything else. I feel
honoured to have cherished the works and
company of such a beautiful and cultured human being.
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Zia Mohyeddin as Dr. Aziz in ‘A Passage to India.’

I vividly remember the evening in 1984
when I and my friend, Imran Aslam, sat in the
control room of the PACC Theatre, listening
to Zia Mohyeddin reading Asad Mohammad
Khan’s story “Bausaday Ki Mariam”, with
tears in our eyes. This is one example of the
kind of magic he creates.
Since then I have been associated with him
in all the projects he undertook in Pakistan
including the setting-up of the National
Academy of Performing Arts. I remember I
got roped in.
We did an album on Ghalib. I musicalised
his poetry. For me, it was an extremely illuminating experience. The CD reflects Ghalib’s
life, his times, his joys and sorrows. The monumental task was the selection of prose and
poetry, which Zia sahib did, meticulously, to
reveal Ghalib’s story in his own words. The 70
minute CD brings up the beauty of Ghalib’s
prose interspersed with the magnificence of
his poetry. Zia sahib has rendered Ghalib’s letters in such a manner that you feel as if Ghalib
is sitting right in front of you talking about him.
This is the power and art of his rendition.
In his essay “Reading Aloud” he says,
“What enables an actor to portray a character
when he reads from a text – fiction or nonfiction – is not his practice in reciting but his
practice in acting”
Zia sahib is totally ignorant of how a
computer works. I was once trying to convince him to learn to use Microsoft Word. I
described to him the features of the software
and how easy it would be for him to write
his articles for the newspapers directly. He
would not need anyone to type his articles;
he would be able to do it all by himself. He
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listened to me patiently and said, “I cannot
think if I don’t have a pen in my hand and a
paper – usually a discarded envelope – in
front of me. I assured him that he would get
used to it. We were sitting in my studio in front
of a computer. “Here,” I said standing behind
him, “It is very easy. You just have to use this
mouse to set the cursor and this keyboard
would become your pen; the computer
screen would become your desktop and the
blank white page would become your paper”.
He looked up at me, smiled, and said, “Why
don’t you tell me about the cricket score?” It
was his polite way of telling me to talk about
something else. I never talked about computers with him again.
He doesn’t know how to feed a number
in his cell phone. He keeps a phone diary all
the time. I once received an agitated call from
Zia sahib, “There is something wrong with the
phone of my driver because whenever I call
him I listen to my own voice instead of the
normal tone. Would you please contact him
and tell him to pick me up.” Before I could
contact his driver, the driver called me instead
and said “Sir, Zia sahib does not have balance
in his phone because there are 27 missed
calls on my phone from his number. He has a
post-paid number!” Zia sahib had not realized
that the driver had changed his response
ring tone to the audio of an advertisement in
which Zia sahib had done the voice-over.
It might be a surprise to you and you may
disagree with it – but the truth is that the legendry polymath Zia Mohyeddin, deep down is
a very shy person. I have noticed that whenever, after an outstanding performance, people gather around backstage to express their
adulation, Zia sahib’s demeanour is something to be seen. He has a faint smile on his
face and is searching for appropriate words of
gratitude. In response to comments like “you
were spell-binding, you were magnificent”, he
would press his lips like a shy maiden and say
words like “You are kind – you are charitable”.
At such moments he doesn’t know how to
hide his embarrassment.
I have not heard any story from him in
the style of a big game hunter. On the other
hand, there is no dearth of his achievements.
I wouldn’t say that he is secretive but he definitely avoids talking about his triumphs. He
has never talked to me about all those great
works he has done so far, which have made
him what he is today.
In his memoirs too, he seldom mentions his
achievements. It is a collection of memories,
of places, people he came across, and inter-

Tariq Kirmani
Chairman, NAPA Board of Directors

It is a real pleasure to
be working with Mr. Zia
Mohyeddin who is the
President and CEO of
the National Academy of
Performing Arts (NAPA). I
have never in my life seen
and worked with such a
perfectionist as Zia saheb. He simply goes
into the minutest detail of everything in his
area of interest. He has long and unparalleled
experience of stage, film and drama and his
association with the West End, Broadway,
Hollywood and the BBC is something to be
proud of. It is also amazing to see that Zia
Mohyeddin has equal command of both the
Urdu and English languages.
Pakistan is lucky to have such a talented and larger-than-life personality like Zia
Mohyeddin. It has, unfortunately, not made
appropriate use of his many qualities. He
was asked to set up NAPA and he did it
with quite some success. Earlier (back in
the 70s), he was made Director of the PIA
Dance Academy and also conducted the
Zia Mohyeddin Show on PTV. But, there
were many other areas related to art and
culture in which the country could have
drawn inspiration from his incomparable
excellence. It gives me great satisfaction,
however, that the new auditorium at NAPA
has been named as the ‘Zia Mohyeddin
Theatre.’
esting experiences such as the chapter “The
‘Hero’ must be well fed” which highlights his
experience of playing the ‘hero’ in a Pakistani
film. He is constantly talking about the work
at hand. Even when we get together in the
evening for a chat, we end up discussing the
work in hand at NAPA and the projects we
have for the future.
As early as 1960, he had become a star in
the West-End. He has the distinction of having his name up in lights first in the West-End
and then on Broadway.
A star he is, although he winces when you
mention it to him.

Arshad Mahmud
Director Programmes, NAPA,
Music Composer and Actor.
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“Zia’s voice
is worth a
profile in
itself.”
By Anwar Rammal

T

he first time I saw Zia Mohyeddin was
on PTV on a black & white TV screen
back in the 50s. He produced, acted and
directed a play called Markheim which he
adapted from the book by Roberts Lewis
Stevenson. I was very impressed. At that
time I had no idea that one day I would
have the honour of working with him.
In 1961 when I was in London I went to
see a play staged by the students of the
Royal Academy of Dramatic Arts where
every Friday students would perform a
free play. I had learned that a Pakistani by
the name of Zia Mohyeddin had graduated from this college. I also took interest
in visiting the theatre because of my father
Hassan Aly Rammal, who, under his pen
name (Suman), was a self-taught Hindi and
Gujarati poet and playwright.
Back in the 50s, there was a lot of interest in the performing arts in Karachi. There
was the theatre group called “Clifton Players” comprising CEOs of multinational companies. Shankar Vijay Sangeet Samaj was
a group of all-Hindu businessmen except
for my Dad who was the only Muslim. There
were many other such theatre groups and,
in fact, one of them featured Javed Jabbar

who also acted in a play called “Promise”
which I saw at the Theosophical Society by
his group called The Theatre Guild. Aslam
Azhar and Zia were also part of the theatre
group.
Zia led the foundation of Reader’s
Theatre in Pakistan. He started with short
selections from English and Urdu poetry
which he read out on radio and television.
Once a critic noted that “Zia’s voice is worth
a profile in itself”. I was not surprised at
that statement and, in fact, even today
at the age of 85, his voice lives up to that
critic’s comment.
In 2004, the President of Pakistan
entrusted Zia with the task of setting up
the National Academy of Performing Arts
(NAPA) in Karachi which was inaugurated
in 2005 and Zia Mohyeddin became its
President and CEO. I have the honour and
privilege of working with Zia on the Board
of NAPA and I recently had the opportunity
to see his brilliant performance in “Why is
Shakespeare, Shakespeare?” His delivery,
his memory, his voice is still indeed, “worth
a profile in itself.”
The Director of The Aga Khan Museum in
Toronto, Henry Kim, was in Karachi a year
ago and wanted to invite a speaker from
a theatre group from Pakistan. I arranged

a meeting with Zia that subsequently led
Kim to offer him an opportunity to host his
performance at The Aga Khan Museum on
his next visit to Toronto. Zia, a living legend
revered for his poetry readings, visited
Canada last year and gave a performance
“An evening with Zia Mohyeddin” where he
read poems in Urdu, English and Persian.
I met Kim again recently at Art Dubai and
he fondly mentioned Zia’s last performance.
Kim said the house was full and that Zia
was so articulate that even he enjoyed listening to Urdu poetry. Zia will be back again
this year to perform, “Why is Shakespeare,
Shakespeare?” on July 4th at The Aga
Khan Museum in Toronto.
On a side note... I’ll never forget that in
1980 I watched “Death of a Princess” in
which Zia played a part and which was later
banned. That was quite an impactful movie.
Zia is brilliant at what he does best and
deserves every bit of recognition for all his
achievements.

Anwar Rammal
Director & Chairman,
Asiatic Public Relations
Network
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Out Of Poverty
T

he Benazir Income Support Programme (BISP), in collaboration with Nestlé Pakistan, has launched the “Rural Sales Program”. This
collaboration between Nestlé Pakistan and BISP has enabled BISP beneficiaries, often referred to as “poorest of the poor” women, to
earn a livelihood for themselves and their families. So far more than 250 persons have been enrolled as Nestlé Pakistan Rural Sales Agents
across 12 districts of Punjab and Sindh. By 2021, the number of beneficiaries is expected to go up to 5,000.

Fawad Khan
in JPNA2
N

adeem Beyg’s Jawani Phir Nahi Ani 2
is releasing on Eid-ul-Azha with Fahad
Mustafa, Mawra Hocane, Kubra Khan and
the original cast members such as Humayun Saeed, Vasay Chaudhry
and Ahmed Ali Butt.
Besides actor
and model Omer
Shahzad, there is
a further addition
to the JPNA 2
cast. The story is
that Fawad Khan
will be making a
cameo appearance
in the film along with other
special appearances by Sara Loren and
Mehwish Hayat.

Pakistan Wins
Gourmand Award
P

akistan Heritage Cuisine – A Food Story’ has won the prestigious Gourmand
World Award for ‘Best Asian Cookbook
in the World’, beating culinary giants from
across Asia, at the annual International
Gourmand Awards held in China.
Pakistan Heritage Cuisine’ was nominated in two categories: ‘Asian – Published
in Asia’ and ‘Culinary Heritage’. It is the

only book from Pakistan to win an award. It
is available at Liberty Books.
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Baskin-Robbins in Karachi

B

askin-Robbins, the world’s largest
chain of ice cream specialty shops, has
opened its first outlet in Karachi at 3Com
Tower, opposite Bilawal Chowrangi.
Baskin-Robbins entertained children from
the SOS Village in Karachi as its first guests
at the new outlet and shared with them the
flavours of happiness and fun that the brand
is known for around the world.
Speaking on the occasion, celebrated

communicator and former senator and
federal minister, Javed Jabbar said it was a
good sign that entrepreneurship in Pakistan
was developing with vibrancy and there were
competent individuals like Irfan Mustafa who
were taking the initiative. He termed this as
a good omen for the future viability of Pakistan’s economy since so many international
brands were investing in the market and
Baskin-Robbins was one of them.

Baskin-Robbins has earlier opened 4
outlets in Lahore and the restaurant at 3Com
Tower in Karachi is its 5th outlet in Pakistan.
The first 31 customers coming to the
outlet won free ice cream for a year while the
next 100 customers got free ice cream for
31 days.
Baskin-Robbins aims to share happiness
and smiles with every Pakistani through the
brand.

TCS Moves Race Car to Canada
T

CS enabled NED Racers, a cohort of
engineering students from Karachi’s NED
University of Engineering & Technology, to
move a racing car to a collegiate automotive design competition, Formula North, in
Canada.
Formula North brought together international students on a competitive platform to
promote innovation and foster knowledge
sharing centered on practical engineering.
The prototype racing car, designed and
fabricated by NED Racers, was ranked
number one by the competition’s jury for its
potential as a production item ahead of the
competition.
TCS, along with its international partners
UPS, provided the required logistics support
to NED Racers to securely move the vehicle
from Karachi to Canada and will also ensure
its safe return free of cost.
TCS Chairman Khalid Awan said, “It is
a matter of pride for TCS to embark on

this momentous journey with these highly
talented young individuals who have placed
their trust in our operational abilities. This is a

testament to TCS’ legacy of helping deliver
items of exceptional value with utmost care
and sensitivity, locally and internationally.”
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Ambulance
Donated
A

s part of its sustainability agenda and
commitment to better healthcare, UBL has
donated an ambulance to the District Hospital,
Gwadar.

JBS and HUAWEI sign MoU
J
affer Business Systems (JBS) and
HUAWEI Technologies have signed
a memorandum of understanding to
work together in enterprise network solutions and enterprise communications
products and solutions.
JBS aims to serve the network
needs of its customers and tap the
enterprise network market. Together,
JBS and HUAWEI will build comprehensive network connections between
enterprise accesses, WAN and data
centre, interconnection scenarios.

Gigi Hadid,
Zayn Malik
Together
G

igi Hadid attended the premiere
of Ocean’s 8, but soon left it for
her very own little after-party, one that
involved Zayn Malik and some Pokémon
cards.
Hadid posted a photo of herself sitting
in Malik’s lap playing Pokémon on her
Instagram Story, all but confirming their
relationship is back on. Though Zayn’s
face was not visible to the camera, the
singer could be identified by the chessboard tattoo on his left forearm.
Hadid and Malik broke up in March
after two years of dating. They gave no
reason for the split.
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EFU General
‘Brand of the Year’

E

FU General,
Pakistan’s largest and oldest general
insurance company has
been declared ‘Brand of
the Year Award 2017’
for the best general
insurance company by
the FPCCI and Brands
Foundation. EFU General has been winning
the award for the past eight years.

Rawal as
Modi

F

or some three decades, Indian actor
Paresh Rawal has been in numerous
film hits. He was last seen as Sunil Dutt
in Rajkumar Hirani’s Sanju. He now plays
Narendra Modi and while he is honoured to
do the role, he believes he has even more
challenging work ahead.
Being a member of the BJP and a
member of Parliament, Rawal has said that
getting into Modi’s shoes will not be an
easy task.
In 1994, Rawal played Sardar Vallabhbhai
Patel for the film Sardar so it is thought the
63-year old actor will play Modi well.

News Buzz
Buzz
News

Young Pakistanis Honoured
T

hree Pakistanis, Mahnoor Syed, Haroon
Yasin and Hassan Mujtaba Zaidi received the Queen’s Young Leaders Awards
from Queen Elizabeth II for their outstanding contributions to the community at the
Buckingham Palace. Prince Harry and wife
Meghan Markle were among those who
greeted the winners.
Mahnoor Syed’s start-up ‘Spread the
Word’ deals with issues such as bullying,
child abuse and mental and physical health.
She has also partnered with the ‘Khwajasira
Support’ organisation while Haroon Yasin
founded Orenda in order to provide good
education to children from underprivileged
backgrounds and Hassan Mujtaba Zaidi’s
creation Discovering New Artists (DNA) of-

Nabila
at IIFA 2018

N

abila Maqsood’s brands
Nabila Salon,
N-Gents and ZERO
were the official
hair and makeup
partners at the International Indian Film
Academy Awards
(IIFA) 2018.
Nabila has redefined fashion and style in
Pakistan. She turns newcomers into fashion
forces and extensively contributes towards
reconstructing the image of the local media
industry.
This isn’t the first time Nabila represented
Pakistan internationally and has done it
many times before. At the IIFA Awards
2018, she replaced MAC Cosmetics.

fers art training and education to students
who are unable to afford school fees.
The Queen’s Young Leaders Awards are
given for community service and recognise
exceptional people between the ages of 18

Mahnoor Syed, Haroon Yasin and Hassan Mujtaba Zaidi

and 29, across the Commonwealth, who
take a lead in their communities and use
their skills to transform lives.

Recreating Laila Majnu
I

ndian filmmaker
Ekta Kapoor
and filmmaker
Imtiaz Ali will recreate the magic of
Laila Majnu on the
screen. The film
will be directed by
Sajid Ali and will
be an exciting and
intriguing experience.
Avinash Tiwary
will play Majnu while
Tripti Dimri will be his
Laila. Avinash was last seen in Barun Sobti’s Tu Mera
Sunday. He has earlier done a TV serial called Yuddh
with Amithabh Bachchan. Tripti Dimri emerged in the Bobby and Sunny Deol starrer
Poster Boys.

MAP Elects New
Office Bearers

M

anagement Association of Pakistan
(MAP) elected new office bearers at
its Executive Committee meeting on May 8,
2018.
The New office bearers are Asif Ikram,
President, Amir Jamil Abbasi, Vice President, Talib S. Karim, Honorary Secretary and
Riyaz T. Chinoy, Honorary Treasurer.
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Ayeza Khan
Brand
Ambassador
for Molfix

A

yeza Khan has been made the brand
ambassador for Molfix, a leading Turkish baby diaper. Ayeza has also brought
into play her musical skills and sung the
theme song for the Molfix ad.
Ayeza Khan is an award-winning TV
actress and model and is known for her
performances in Mere Meherbaan and
Pyaray Afzal.

Anwar Maqsood Priyanka Chopra as Author
Back on Stage

A

fter a break of a couple of years, eminent TV personality Anwar Maqsood
has decided to write a play for
the stage again. Titled ‘Mujhe Kyon Nikala,’ it will
be directed by Dawar
Mahmood who started
his career with Anwar
Maqsood many years
ago and with whom he has
worked in theatre all along.
Understanding the importance of oneliners that signal sure commercial success,
Dawar Mahmood probably has some new
gems up his sleeve.

P

riyanka Chopra is an actor, singer, producer, royal
wedding attendee, former Miss India and Miss
World, UNICEF goodwill ambassador and now she is
looking to add author to this list.
She is writing a book titled Unfinished, which will
be published by Penguin Random House India.
Unfinished will be a collection of personal essays,
stories and observations by P.C. The book will not
just be a memoir but a manifesto for women who
believe that they can’t just have it all but that they
deserve it all.
Priyanka is one of the most influential
women in the world and it is not a badge
she wears lightly. Unfinished will come out
in 2019.

Momina Lacks
Everything
M

omina Mustehsan has collaborated with upcoming Indian singer Arjun Kanungo on a new
song Aaya Na Tu. The video shows the two singers
as an estranged couple and is directed by Danny
Mamik and shot in Bangkok.
The track was supposed be a love ballad mixed
with melancholy and hope but it lacks emotion. The
video too clearly reminds us of ‘We Don’t Talk Anymore’ by Charlie Puth as Momina and Arjun can be
seen meeting each other after a breakup. Thus the
overall song appears as boring and uninspired.
At this stage of her career, a lot more was expected from Momina.
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Khaadi at Venice Biennale!
K

haadi has sponsored Pakistan’s National Pavilion titled ‘The Fold’ at the Venice
Biennale 2018. It is the first brand to represent the country at the global event for
design and architecture.
La Biennale di Venezia is the Oscar of design. The 16th International Architecture Exhibition, based on the theme ‘Freespace’, commenced on May 26 and will
continue until November 25. Khaadi will showcase Pakistani culture at the exhibition,
where other renowned design houses, artists and architects will be represented.

Another
Record
L

iba, the
daughter
of educationist
Wahaj Hussain,
has become the
youngest Pakistani to get into
Guinness World
Records. She
solved a 6-level
tower of Hanoi
(a mathematical
puzzle) in just
1 minute and
13 seconds - the fastest person to do it
anywhere in the world.

Kamila Shamsie Wins
Literary Award
B
ritish-Pakistani author Kamila Shamsie has won
the 2018 Women’s Prize for Fiction with her
seventh novel, Home Fire. She was presented £30,000
prize money and a statuette by the chair of judges Sarah Sands at a ceremony in Bedford Square Gardens.
Home Fire follows the story of Aneeka, a young
Londoner who falls in love with the son of a powerful
British Muslim politician. She hopes to use the linkage
to save her missing brother who is drawn towards religious extremism. The novel is about identity, conflicting
loyalties, love and politics and sustains the mastery of
its theme and form.
Shamsie’s work has been shortlisted for the annual prize, which is open to English-language fiction
by women from around the world, twice before. The
judges were struck by the quality of the prose.

PTCL Champions Sports
P

TCL organized an Inter-Telecom Table
Tennis and Badminton League which
was held at the Rodham Hall at Islamabad’s Sports Complex. The four-day event
began on May 2 and comprised 8 teams
from Pakistan’s leading telecommunications
companies. These teams participated in the
Men’s and Women’s categories.
Commenting on PTCL’s lead in holding
the tournament, Syed Mazhar Hussain,
CHRO, PTCL said, “Let me congratulate
the PTCL, NTC and Huawei teams for
being the champions of Badminton, PTCL
and Jazz Teams for Table Tennis and its
players for emerging as well-deserved
winners. I would like to appreciate all the
participants for exhibiting a true sportsman spirit and enthusiastically contributing
towards making this tournament a success.

It is pertinent to mention here that creating
healthy competition in the sporting arena is
PTCL’s hallmark. Such activities will bring
the telecom sector employees closer and
will enable us to promote a healthy sporting
culture.”

The tournament pulled large crowds
including families and youth. All the teams
displayed true sportsmanship, yet the
tournament witnessed hard-fought contests
and exciting individual performances.
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‘Pakistan’s banking
industry has made
significant progress.’
Sirajuddin Aziz, President & CEO, HabibMetro Group,
talks to Slogan in this exclusive interview.
How would you look back at your banking career?
Alhumdulillah, I look back at all aspects of
my life with contentment. I am a firm believer
in setting high aspirations, giving my best
shot towards achieving them and thereafter letting destiny take its course – which
I always accept without any reservations.
Hence, I am grateful to the Almighty for the
blessings. He has bestowed on me, both in
my personal life and professional pursuits.
Would you rather be respected or feared?
Fear is an emotion that I try my best to
neither experience nor evoke. I do not believe in negative reinforcement and therefore
do not try to attain required results through
‘fear’. I find it to be an unhealthy and counterproductive stimulator, both at home and
at the workplace.
Respect, on the other hand, is an emotion
that drives more long-lasting and positive
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impact.
De facto leaders are those who assume
leadership without any official authority; such
command and its following can only be
garnered through a genuine emotion such as
‘respect’.
How would you describe the banking
network you are currently working for?
The Habib brand has a rich legacy of
commerce and business dating back to
1921.
Habib Bank AG Zurich is a multi-national
banking group that operates with a network
in 8 countries across 4 continents. It is present in Canada, Hong Kong, Kenya, United
Kingdom, United Arab Emirates and South
Africa, with its head office in Switzerland and
its largest operations under the banner of
HabibMetro Bank in Pakistan.
Has the banking industry in Pakistan

made good progress?
Pakistan’s banking industry has made
significant progress and exhibited steady,
solid growth over the last two decades.
During the global financial crisis of 20072008, which many termed as the greatest
financial crisis since the Great Depression in
the 1930s, Pakistan’s banking sector was
one of those which remained most insulated
against the meltdown. The industry’s growth
trajectory is anchored in good practices and
governance. As far as profitability goes, the
balance sheets of the top commercial banks
speak for the thriving performance of the
industry.
Is Pakistani banking over-regulated?
I would say that it is ‘just-right-regulated’.
It is because of the commendable regulatory efforts of the State Bank of Pakistan
that the local banking sector did not absorb
the negative impact of the financial crisis I

Dialogue
Slug

referred to as much as other financial sectors across the world. Pakistan’s financial industry is one of the best performing in the region and much of the stability
and steady growth witnessed here can be credited to the exemplary regulatory
efforts of the SBP.
Is this country under-banked or over-banked?
While we have a significant quantum of un-banked population, mobile and
branchless banking, as well as micro-financing drives are doing wonders, bringing the un-banked population within the formal financial net.
The penetration of mobile phones and internet extends financial outreach
into previously inaccessible areas. This is why we are seeing booming growth in
financial literacy. However, there is still a long way to go before a desirable number of the population become fully engaged in formal financial services.
How much part does innovation play in banking?
Innovation is playing an increasing role in banking, as banks find it
more important to continuously develop their product spectrums and
ensure a steady growth in deposits and customers. This drive to innovate has picked up greater pace with the advent and popularity of
digital banking products and cross-industry alliances such as those
with telecom companies/providers.
In this day and age, the target audience is always one step
ahead and it is a challenge for organizations to match their pace
and remain equipped to serve their growing needs, requirements and desires.
What would you like to be done better in Pakistani banking?
I would like to see even more focus on learning and
development. Banks have invested considerably in this
area in the recent past; most of the banks now cater to a
significant quantum of their learning requirements through
state-of-the-art in-house facilities.
There remains a lot of scope in talent development
through collaborations with other banks, educational institutions, technical skills, institutions and international human
capital development organizations. Once we become even
more engaged with the international financial industry in
this regard, we can build our talent/skill reserves and retain
a greater quantum of the same.
Moreover, with CPEC and the possibilities that it has opened
up for Pakistan and its banking sector, the more human capital
we hone, the lesser we will need to import in the future.
What is the future of this sector in Pakistan?
The banking sector is poised to perform even better in the
coming few years. With country trade and economic productivity picking up, the future remains bright for the financial
industry. Foreign banking players have also exhibited
significant interest in entering the market, due to its lucrative
prospects.

About Sirajuddin Aziz

What are your pursuits other than banking?
I am an avid reader of prose and poetry. I am a passionate listener of music.
I also indulge in penning down my own thoughts occasionally; these comprise five books as well as articles for
various publications that I write more regularly.

Sirajuddin Aziz is the CEO of the HabibMetro Group along with being
entrusted with other responsibilities.
Before joining the organization, Aziz served as COO and CEO of Bank
Alfalah. He has worked in various positions in finance in Pakistan, China, Hong
Kong, UK, Nigeria and the UAE.
Sirajuddin Aziz is also an accomplished writer and, besides publishing five
books, he writes regularly for leading newspapers.
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Cinema Talk
By Atif Saeed

The author, Ushah Kazi

I

t was at the Table Talk CaféBookshop in the Kohsar Market
in Islamabad that Ushah Kazi’s
book The Popculture Junkie’s
Guide to Pakistani Cinema was
inaugurated. The author is a young
Pakistani woman who lives in
Canada. Her book celebrates all
things Pakistani – even cinema that
is home-grown.
This is Ushah Kazi’s first book. Why does
she write about films, in particular films of
her homeland? She says, “The book is a
light-hearted attempt to get people talking
about Pakistani cinema”.
Today Pakistani cinema has again become a part of the conversation. There is
evident, in many ways, a revival of cinema.
This revival is ascribed to the film Khuda
ke Liye (2007) which set a new trend and
brought Pakistani cinema out of the Maula
Jatt genre. From there up until Punjab Nahin
Jaungi (2017), the local cinema industry’s
highest-grossing film ever, there is perhaps
Pakistani cinema’s second-coming in Cake
(2018). These are exciting times indeed and

it was just appropriate for a go-to book on
cinema to be produced in Pakistan.
Through Ushah Kazi’s lens we are taken
through box office dynamics, profit margins
and how films make money. The author
also asks if all films necessarily have to have
some social issue at their core or can a
film be made just for the sake of entertainment? An entire chapter is dedicated to the
role of women – both in front and behind
the camera. A film that was a female-led
production through and through has also
been discussed. And, of course, the role
of a critic cannot be ignored, so there is a
chapter on film criticism as well.
The Popculture Junkie’s Guide brings
together in its pages historical facts, some

theory and a lot of personal anecdotes.
While it discusses the Pakistani film industry, it is also a personalised narrative. As
Kazi says, an audience can even be “just
one young girl sitting in a Karachi dining
room!” because films are all about impact.
Nevertheless, the slim volume claims to
be the first of its kind in Pakistan’s bookpublishing history and, from celebrities to
gossip, it gives the “inside scoop” on every
major film made.
Celebrities were not left out at the book
launch and several prominent names from
the film fraternity were present. This added
great buzz to the event and so did the lively
Q&A with the author.

Running Backwards
S

treet Cricket does nothing for Pakistan at the national level
except create T-20 freaks once in a while. A similar event
organised by Red Bull took place for the first time in Karachi at
the parking lot of Hill Park. Described as momentous for Pakistani
cricket followers, street cricket has ruined the future of cricket in
Pakistan. The advantage is, especially in a city like Karachi is, that
it does not need proper grounds and can be played on streets and
in parking lots. Red Bull took an initiative for street cricket enthusiasts by arranging Red Bull Street Cricket and their claim was to
showcase national talent. How can national talent be displayed on
streets? Bull. Anyway, the tournament had 32 teams from Defence,
Clifton, Gulshan-e-Iqbal, PECHS, North Nazimabad, etc.
Rules of the tournament were personalized according to the
ground requirements to make the sport more exciting. The Best
Bowling Award was presented to Muhammad Zohaib from Karachi
Sports whereas the Best Batsman Award went to Asad Shah from
Model Sports.
Night cricket in Karachi has always been a trend whether it is
tape ball or tennis ball and is valued for being a ‘healthy activity’. What
a fate of the game!
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Edenrobe Enters Fragrance
F

rom ready to wear attire, Edenrobe has
entered the world of beauty with its
Edenrobe Beauty Division. It has started
with 14 fragrances.The line is available in
stores and online.

Dawlance Wi-Fi enabled air
conditioner
D

awlance, a leading home appliances brand,
has unveiled a Wi-Fi enabled air conditioner in
its designer-plus inverter series. With Google Play
and Apple Store, users have complete control of
their AC and can monitor electricity consumption,
temperature and other settings from anywhere in
the world.
The ‘Designer Plus Inverter’ air conditioner features a low voltage startup, high-efficiency compressor, power outage memory, 100% full copper
pipe and a 12-year warranty covering the inverter
compressor. It also offers an annual saving of up to
PKR 30,000 in electricity consumption.
Dawlance has tried to live up to the expectations
of its consumers through this product.
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‘Print media
houses can do
much more.’
Bilal Mehmood, Director Marketing, Nawa-i-Waqt
Group, talks to Slogan in this exclusive interview:
When did you start in the field?
I started as an internee at Interflow Communications in 2003. I joined
Nawa-i-Waqt Media Group as a business executive in 2004.
Do you think a change has occurred in media sales after the arrival
of electronic media?
The meaning of change is “something different from the past”. We
know that the world is changing and change is permanent. After the
electronic media came, there was a change in the way consumers
thought about the world around them. So all media have to work on a
strategy to increase sales, keeping in view the shifts and changes in
the market.
Is print media now really important?
In my opinion, every medium has its own importance and following. Although there are changes and shifts in culture, technology and
age, but still print media has strong roots in our culture. I must say
that it’s like a habit that people develop. Also, for detailed news
and coverage, people must read newspapers. Like any other
habit, people feel good when they have a newspaper in their
hands and they enjoy reading it. Also, print media is more credible and important and there are many legal documents that need
to be published in the newspapers, such as public notices, etc.
Is the APNS playing a useful role?
APNS is the supreme body of newspapers. It handles problems
between its member publications and the provincial or federal
governments relating to advertisements, clearance of dues, taxes
and duties and newsprint. The APNS plays the role of a protective umbrella and a bridge between advertising agencies and media
houses. It sets rules of conduct for member publications and advertising agencies. This gives the Society a mechanism for streamlining advertisements and a clearance system protecting the collective interests
of its member publications, advertising agencies and advertisers. I think
the APNS has a very important role in the newspaper industry and in
the growth of the press.
What more can print media do to attract readers?
As there is always space for good material, print media houses
can do much more. They can invest more in human resources
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and technology to produce the best
product in order to attract readers. There
should be effective training and development departments in media houses and
there should be more and more training
sessions in different departments leading
to a more attractive product.
Since you started from the print media,
how have you adapted yourself to electronic media?
Actually marketing and especially sales
is all about strong relations. I started my
career in print media and worked hard to
develop relations in the advertising industry. This is how, Alhamdolillah, that I have
reached this position. If one knows how to
sell and manage things, the other media
become easier to handle.
Do all media in Pakistan follow a strict
code of ethics?
A code of ethics is always very important for any industry. In Pakistan, there is
a code of ethics for media but sometimes
we see that it is not properly followed.
There is a need to strongly implement such
a code as this directly affects our society.
The environment should be very positive. I
think media stakeholders in Pakistan need
to collectively reassess the role of media in
society and come up with a code of conduct for both print and electronic media.
Such measures will not only bring a positive change in society but also strengthen
the media and bring more institutional
credibility.

Is it a good policy on the part of the
government to allow publication of
newspapers and running of TV channels
by the same business houses?
I think, yes, it is. If the same business

About Bilal Mehmood
Bilal Mehmood is Director Marketing at Nawa-i-Waqt Group, which is one of the largest media groups in Pakistan. Bilal is responsible for the revenue function of the entire
group.
Bilal was born in Hassan Abdal, district Attock. He started his career from Interflow
Communications in 2003 where he further developed his interest in advertising and
communications. He joined the Nawa-i-Waqt Media Group as a business executive in
2004. His first assignment was to work for weekly Nida-i-Millat and monthly Phool. He
was later given charge of Family magazine. He was then promoted as Manager Marketing & Promotion of daily Nawa-i-Waqt. In 2008 he also took charge of The Nation as
Business Manger.
Bilal has gradually turned into a marketing professional based on his hard core experience in the field. In 2010 he started representing his group at the APNS. He has been
a part of executive, Punjab, advertising, federal, training and development committees
of the APNS. He is presently chairman of the advertising committee. Bilal is not only
involved in the local business activities of the group but also its international interests.
He has visited over 20 countries for providing marketing consultancy to some major
corporate clients. He has also organized international expos for the Nawa-i-Waqt group.
Bilal holds a Masters degree in Business.
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house has a newspaper and a TV channel,
many areas of expertise are shared and it
is easy to run both media.
Is the electronic media helping the
cause of improving the country’s literacy level?
Yes it is helping but not exactly the way
it can. Electronic media has the power to
define public opinion and dictate cultural
and social norms of society. It can prove to
be a powerful tool for educating the people. TV and radio stations should allocate
air time for formal education programmes
for all ages.
How can the working of PEMRA be
improved?
As there is always room for improvement, there should be a think tank of
intellectuals having deep observations
and knowledge of electronic media and
relevant qualifications to give suggestions
and make strategies. They must keep the
benefit of the country and society as their
top priority.

Obituary

Humour Never Dies
I

f laughter is the best medicine, a humourist must be the best healer. A true
humour writer and satirist is someone who
knows how to invigorate a lethargic soul
through his sharp witticism and unleashes
the power of his imagination to bring out
the funny side from a seemingly depressed
reality of everyday life.
Mushtaq Ahmed Yousufi, the most celebrated humourist and satirist in modern
Urdu language, was the leading name that
single-handedly furthered the humourwriting genre in Urdu and he all alone
represented a golden literary period, which
can be better referred to as the ‘Yousufi
era.’
A born humorist and wordsmith par
excellence, Mushtaq Ahmed Yousufi hailed
from the Tonk district of Rajasthan in India.
With literature running in his blood, he was
raised in a well-educated family of Jaipur,
the capital of Rajasthan. His father Abdul

Karim Khan Yousufi was the Speaker of
the Jaipur Legislative Assembly and also
served as the chairman of the Jaipur Municipality. Mushtaq Ahmed Yousufi got his
early education in Rajputana, the presentday state of Rajasthan. He earned a B.A.
from the Agra University and pursued an
M.A. in Philosophy and passed his LL.B
from the Aligarh Muslim University. After
partition in 1947, his family migrated to
Karachi.
A banker by profession and a master
prose writer by passion, Yousufi’s first book
‘Chiragh Talay’ was published in 1961 and
earned him huge fame across the subcontinent. ‘Chiragh Talay’ was a best-seller of
its time and over 10 editions of the book
appeared back-to-back in a very short period. His second book ‘Khakam-Ba-Dahan’
appeared in 1969, followed by ‘Zarguzasht’
(1976), ‘Aab-e-Gum’ (1990) and ‘Sham-eShair-e-Yaraan’ (2014). He penned numer-

ous humorous and
satirical articles and
also appeared in
various TV shows
and literary seminars. Some of his books
have also been translated into English.
In recognition of his life-long literary contributions and accomplishments, Mushtaq
Ahmed Yousufi received numerous awards
and recognitions, such as ‘Quaid-i-Azam
Memorial Medal,’ ‘Hijra Award,’ ‘Adamjee
Award,’ ‘Pakistan Academy of Letters
Award,’ ‘Sitara-i-Imtiaz’ in 1999 and ‘Hilali-Imtiaz’ in 2002. On June 20, he died in
Karachi at the age of 94 after a protracted
illness.
Replete with witty repartee and thoughtprovoking pun, Yousufi’s works have been
recognised as the best of humour ever
produced in Urdu literature. His demise
has put an end to a golden era in Urdu humour writing, but his work will never die.

A Life Well-Lived

O

ne name that represented Pakistan
cricket in the early days,
not as a player but as
an individual sitting just
outside the boundary,
was that of Jamsheed Marker. Along with
Omar Kureishi, he broadcast live radio
commentary and made the game come
alive for many a cricket lover with his
deep knowledge. Those were the days
of Test cricket only, there was no TV but
if Jamsheed Marker and Omar Kureishi
were doing the commentary, it did not
matter where the match was being played
because these two gentlemen presented a
ball-by-ball description of the proceedings
in the English language in an interesting
and captivating manner that simply had
no match. Jamsheed Marker had played
cricket while at the Dehradun School in
India and later at F.C. College Lahore.
He had seen Pakistan in its ups and
downs over seven decades, having served
the country as a high-profile diplomat.

He was working in his family’s shipping
business until 1965 after which he was appointed Pakistan’s High Commissioner to
Ghana. He then served as ambassador to
Romania, the Soviet Union, East Germany,
Japan, the United Nations at Geneva,
West Germany, France, the United States
and then the United Nations in New York.
His ambassadorial career was spread
over thirty years during which he served
in ten different capitals with nine further
concurrent accreditations. This made
Marker Pakistan’s most famous diplomat, a
cosmopolitan scholar of refined tastes and
a man who had the opportunity to witness
world affairs from a privileged vantage
point.
From 1995 to 2005, Marker taught a
course in “Diplomacy in International Relations” at Eckerd College in St. Petersburg,
Florida. He is known to have regretted that
the democratic experience of Pakistan
remained less than perfect and he blamed
both Zulfikar Ali Bhutto and Sheikh Mujibur
Rahman for not finding a solution to the

internal crisis in pre-1971 Pakistan.
Jamsheed Marker died at the age of 95
in Karachi on June 22, 2018. Born in 1922,
Jamsheed Marker was a Parsi from one
of the oldest families of Quetta. He had
served in the Royal Indian Navy in World
War II and moved to the newly-created
Pakistan, becoming a household name as
a cricket commentator on radio, a noted
businessman and a prominent diplomat.
Apart from his achievement in overt
and covert diplomacy in Pakistan, he was
sent as a Personal Representative to East
Timor by UN Secretary General Kofi Annan and found a solution to the festering
conflict there. In fact, he was responsible
for keeping the United Nations and Kofi
Annan’s ideals at the forefront of the East
Timor negotiations between Portugal and
Indonesia. He made sure that the United
Nations’ involvement in East Timor brought
about the international agreements that
enabled East Timor to stop being a colony
of Portugal and become an independent,
democratic nation.
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S

oo-e-Daar Chalay is an Urdu
translation of Antigone, a play by
Jean Anouilh which was inspired by
Greek mythology. The original play
Antigone was written by Sophocles
in the fifth century B.C. Jean Anouilh
wrote the play in 1944 during the Nazi
occupation of France. Translated and
directed by Khalid Ahmad, the Urdu
version was first presented by Tehrike-Niswan in Pakistan under Khalid
Ahmed’s direction. Most recently it
has been performed at NAPA followed
by a two-day event at Faraar Gallery
at The Second Floor (T2F).
The story revolves around the king
Oedipus who is the father of two sons
– Eteocles and Polynices and two
daughters – Antigone and Ismene.
Tragedy strikes when Oedipus dies
and the throne is left for his sons to

take over. Both the sons agree on
sitting on the throne one year each
but after the first year, Eteocles, the
elder brother, refuses to step down.
The dispute takes an ugly turn that

results in both the
brothers murdering each other and
making Creon,
Oedipus’s brother,
the only heir to the
throne.
Creon, after
burying Eteocles
with honour and
pride, leaves
Polynices’ body to
rot and orders everyone not to give Polynices a
decent burial. He also threatens that anyone who does
not follow his orders would be
killed. At this point, Antigone
– the youngest daughter of Oedipus – goes against her Uncle
Creon and burys Polynices with
honour and pride.
T2F is not designed for
theatre performances and
is much smaller than other venues where Antigone has been
performed earlier. However,
the director made efficient use
of the limited space by using
props when switching between
scenes.
Khalid Ahmad appeared on
stage and introduced each character while narrating the plot.
The cast did justice to their respective
characters.
Aisha Iqbal as Antigone captivated the audience with her calm demeanour while Monazza Fatima as Is-

Theatre

Antigone in Urdu

mene beautifully delivered her lines.
Irfan Bardai, the pehredaar, was
commendable in his role and Nadir
Hussain as Creon delivered his lines
brilliantly.
The actors were careful in not
showing their backs to the audience.
The play was dedicated to the late
Sabeen Mahmud and Asma Jehangir.
The actors did not have an elaborate
set nor the props and the costumes
to go with their performances but
they put together a stimulating and
interesting show.
– S.A.R
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October

The Language of Love
By Zainab Manzoor

Films

O

ctober is directed by Shoojit
Sircar who is famous for making
films inspired by real life. October starts
with a plain humanitarian attitude. Says
the director, “It’s a story about love but
it’s not necessarily a sort of boy meets
girl love story – it could really be about
another sort of relationship where these
could be felt”.
Featuring Varun Dhawan and Banita
Sandhu, it is a slow film but is languid
in pace that creates a lasting impact.
The story revolves around a 21-year old
hotel management student Dan (Varun
Dhawan) who is an internee at one of
the top hotels in the country. One of his
colleagues Shuili (Banita Sandhu) lands
up at the hospital. The evening changes
Shuili’s life and also affects Dan deeply.

Shuili and Dan share nothing but
a few glances and some casual
conversation. As she lies on the bed,
Dan is drawn to her and something
flows between them that turns into
love. The chemistry, where they express
emotion, gratitude and love for each
other, is beautiful.
Shantanu Moitra’s soothing score
also adds a lot to the film. People may
not view October as a film for South
Asian audiences but it is a humane
story that will relate more to audiences
internationally. It is directed by Shoojit
Sircar, written by Juhi Chaturvedi and
has Varun Dhawan and is certainly a
break from the typical Indian masala
film.
In love and relationships, sometimes
a lot of things remain unsaid. What
can’t find words to express will find

a way to flow out. Some things are
meant to be felt only and October is a
story based on such feelings between
Shuili and Dan.

Motorcycle Girl

Brakes Out
By Syeda Maham Rasheed

C

ake was a success. Let’s see
what Motorcycle Girl does. It
brings Sohai Ali Abro back to the
cinema screen.
It is the story of Zenith Irfan who
sets out on an adventure to fulfill her
late father’s dream. Her father used to
dream of travelling the world on a motorbike but unfortunately, he passed
away at 34. By the time her story
made headlines in 2015, Zenith had
already travelled across Azad Kashmir,
Chitral and other parts of the northern
areas. Her facebook page ‘1 Girl 2
Wheels’ comprises a number of selfies
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and documentaries of the trip. She
became the first female motorcyclist
to embark on a solo trip.
Directed by Adnan Sarwar, Motorcycle Girl is more emotional rather
than being adventurous as it focuses
on a father-daughter relationship and
how Zenith tries to connect with her
father through a trip overcoming all
fears and obstacles.
Sohai Ali Abro fits right into the
character of Zenith and portrays it
with conviction. Breaking shackles,
she amazes the audience with her
acting skills and shows the real frustration a young woman faces to make

her mark in a male-dominated society.
There were quite a few people who
supported Zenith during her journey
such as her friend played by Mehar
Bano, her brother Hadi Arshad as
Sultan and actress Samina Peerzada
who played Zenith’s mother. Sarmad
Khoosat is Zenith’s boss while Ali
Kazmi is a well-educated but closedminded Pakistani male.
Motorcycle Girl makes the decision
to travel in the hope of finding herself
and fulfilling her father’s wishes to
address how some husbands tend to
feel a tinge of shame when it comes
to a woman’s desire for independence.

Reviews

Rediscovering
Karachi
T

he book ‘Public Art – Thriving in
Karachi’s Urban Chaos’ spells
tremendous hope. It has been created
by Masuma Halai Khwaja for the ‘I Am
Karachi’ initiative and has a touching
preface from Ambreen Kazim Thompson. It celebrates the re-emergence
of public art in Karachi and the reawakening of the city after a dark and
dreadful night. There are interesting
snapshots about the various efforts
that have been made over recent
years through private initiatives and
the corporate sector, to rediscover
and restore the many gems of art and
architecture that have survived the
onslaught of the criminals, the political
quacks

and the builder mafia, who have
ruled over the city for most years
after independence. You discover a
new Karachi and you are amazed
that while the city has been ruthlessly
mauled and disfigured, it still has so
much more to offer.
For almost four decades, Karachi
was ransom to the whims and fancies

of a party that purported to be
its saviour but was, in fact, its
worst enemy since it gave the
city nothing except crime and killings.
For the periods when Jamaat Islami’s
Niamatullah Khan and MQM’s Mustafa
Kamal were city mayors, the Musharraf government provided funding for
building the city’s roads and flyovers
and that was about all. The hounded
people of Karachi just managed to
persevere in the anarchy and kept
the city in one piece. They did not let
it become a Beirut. Its industry and
commerce continued to function and
its people survived from day to day in
the hope that their travails would end
one day and Karachi would be treated
like

any other large city of Pakistan.
Unfortunately, this did not happen
and the city continued to plod on without basic civic amenities and services.
Its garbage waste is still not managed,
it does not have a water supply and
sewerage system, its citizens sizzle in
long hours of load-shedding despite
the extreme heat, most of its roads
are broken and not maintained, its

hospitals do not function, the cheating
mafia in schools rules supreme, it
does not have a mass transit system
and it continues to grow because everyone wants to settle and work in the
city. The national census may give a
certain conservative figure to the city’s
population but the fact is that Karachi,
both in regularized areas and in katchi
abadis – is racing out of control and
people are simply spilling all over the

BOOK

By Javed Ansari

place.
Now there is another
change – probably for the
worst. Karachi does not
‘belong’ to one political
party anymore and while
all the political players are
hacking into its election
potential, its dark night of crime
and chaos is not over. The city merely
‘survives’ and its myriad problems are
just pushed under the carpet by the
federal and city governments. In the
midst of all this, an initiative like ‘I Am
Karachi’ has emerged and Karachi’s
citizens and civil society are rebuilding
the diverse social and cultural fabric
of the city. ‘Public Art – Thriving in Karachi’s Urban Chaos’ helps this effort
move forward.
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Growth Industry

Food Industry Fun
By Noor Javed Sadiq

I

t is no secret that Pakistanis are certified foodies and we cannot resist food to
satisfy our taste buds. But is this the only
reason for the flourishing food industry in
Pakistan? Mostly yes, but there is more to it
so let’s break it down.
A decade ago Pakistan’s demographics
and psychographics were more of a traditionalist kind with joint families fairly common
and people enjoyed entertaining guests
at home; dining out was less of an option
and more of a luxury and was only limited
to celebrations and special occasions. The
demographics and psychographics today
are alien to this tradition as there are more
nuclear families and life is more fast-paced
so dining out is complete entertainment
and satisfaction rolled into a single package
that is exciting, refreshing, manageable and
quick.
The growth is because of the disposable
income of the rising middle class and plays
an important part here. After savings, people
have enough money to spend on dining out
and entertaining guests in restaurants and
cafes is now the cultural norm rather than
an exception. The food industry is also more
innovative and inclusive than before. As
women are stepping in the working arena,
they do not want to spend hours in the
kitchen cooking and feeding the family day in
and day out. Due to irregular load shedding
of electricity, frozen food items are not much
of an option every time and that is also why
dining out is an obvious solution.
The innovative, growing number of eateries in every corner of the cities testify to
a booming food canvas in Pakistan. With
intelligent use of the social media and attractive marketing strategies, the reach of
this industry has become more expansive.
Today even small eateries have attractive interiors with tasty food to please the
consumer’s taste buds. Where previously
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restaurants targeted a certain class and
age group only, today it is more inclusive,
catering to different segments of the society
in terms of age and income.
Attractive deals, takeaways, online ordering and themed eateries are the creative
thrusts in the industry. Now themed eateries
alone are enough to excite youth as they
like things that are cool, bold and experimental. In Pakistan, the ratio of youth is
more than half of the entire population and
its input in the workforce is growing fast.
This shows that more people are socializing and, with disposable money at hand,
entertaining guests outside the home does
not make a dent in one’s pocket.
With themed eateries like Hogwarts
Café (perfect for Harry Potter lovers) in
Islamabad, Friends Café (inspired by the
famous TV show) in Lahore, Sattar Buksh
(a desi Starbucks as touted by many) and
Facebhook (for Facebook lovers), both in
Karachi, it is an attractive invite. There is
the added plus point that all these eateries,
from the ambiance to the entire experience, are based on a targeted theme. The
themes play on the social media, a famous
TV show or a film - or even on lost traditions. This is smart thinking on the business
front as most youth are on the social media.
This means it’s free promotion for the eateries which offer something exciting, different
and unique to the customer’s psyche. What
is even more commendable about these
eateries is the innovative ideas they bring
forward and the creativity that is brainstormed in perfecting the execution of the
new ideas. On most occasions, this is not
easy in the absence of professional agency
support.
With not many options of entertainment
available for people in Pakistan and with a
growing working class, people want to relax
and get entertained at the end of the day
and this need is fulfilled by the new eateries.
It is a trend that is picking up with more

eateries in town where customers are ready
to experiment with what they order. The
eating places are easily accessible and a
safe choice for a good and joyous time out
from a hectic urban life which is even more
demanding in a city like Karachi.
Everything has its pros and cons and this
boom in the food industry is no different.
With the expansion of the industry and
more outlets opening, the main positives
are the challenge for businesses to better
their skills and offer more jobs for the unemployed and less educated. Other good aspects are availability of a good environment
for people to socialize in. The new outlets
are also affordable for most people as they
have a variety of menus. This sort of thing is
also a blessing in disguise for women who
don’t have to spend hours in the kitchen.
They can now have a respite from the
dreary routine that their mothers and grandmothers followed without complaining.
As for the negatives, the food is sometimes not as healthy as home-cooked
meals and in the long-run it can endanger
one’s health if taken as routine fare. Perhaps eating out – or even home deliveries
- also relieve women from their traditional
housewife roles – something that is not
looked upon with much favour in Pakistani
society. Men do not encourage the independence of their womenfolk.
Given the realities, it is clear that the eating out trend in the country is growing very
fast and people are ready to try everything
that’s on their plate. It also offers a welcome
revenue stream for investors who are always looking for new opportunities. Digital
marketing and online food apps are also
giving the trend a big boost. Now different
flavours and combinations attract foreign
visitors as well. There is so much happening with innovative and experimental cafes
and restaurants opening and the eating out
experience is playing an important role in
driving the economy forward.
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